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GARDENIA BLOUSE GB26

100% COTTON 
soft and warm handfeel - dyed yarn

Made in Italy

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 



GARDENIA BLOUSE G29

70% cotton 30%pl
light blue and white striped cotton

Made in Italy

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GARDENIA BLOUSE GB30

60% viscose 20% pl

check yarn dyed mix - dyed yarn
Made in Italy

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GARDENIA BLOUSE GB31

70% cotton 30% pl
white and rust striped cotton
Made in Italy

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GARDENIA BLOUSE GB32

80% cotton 20%pl
seersucker cotton vichy mix - dyed yarn
Made in Italy

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GARDENIA BLOUSE GB33

60% cotton 40% pl

tie-dye vichy 
Made in Italy

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GARDENIA BLOUSE GB35

60% organic cotton 40% cotton
garment-washed cotton denim - dark blue

Made in Italy

Designed for an oversized fit, the Gardenia Blouse 
features a button front, a bowling collar, dropped shoulders 

and sleeves with turnable cuffs. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



IBISCO SHIRT IB1

80% cotton 20%pl
seersucker vichy mix - dyed yarn

Made in Italy

Designed for an oversize fit, the Ibisco blouse has a buttoned 
collar, a front button and high cuffs with buttons.  

The shoulders are lowered and the bottom shape is rounded. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



IBISCO SHIRT IB2

70% cotton 30%pl
big vichy mix - dyed yarn

Made in Italy 

Designed for an oversize fit, the Ibisco blouse has a buttoned 
collar, a front button and high cuffs with buttons.  

The shoulders are lowered and the bottom shape is rounded. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



IBISCO SHIRT IB3

100% COTTON
seersucker ecru cotton  

Made in Italy 

Designed for an oversize fit, the Ibisco blouse has a buttoned 
collar, a front button and high cuffs with buttons.  

The shoulders are lowered and the bottom shape is rounded. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



IBISCO SHIRT IB4

60% organic cotton 40% cotton 
garment-washed cotton denim - light blue
Made in Italy

Designed for an oversize fit, the Ibisco blouse has a buttoned 
collar, a front button and high cuffs with buttons.  

The shoulders are lowered and the bottom shape is rounded. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



IBISCO SHIRT IB5

100% COTTON

printed cotton with pink and mint tie-dye 
Made in Italy

Designed for an oversize fit, the Ibisco blouse has a buttoned 
collar, a front button and high cuffs with buttons.  

The shoulders are lowered and the bottom shape is rounded. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



IBISCO SHIRT IB6

80% cotton 20% pl
big and small vichy mix - dyed yarn

Made in Italy

Designed for an oversize fit, the Ibisco blouse has a buttoned 
collar, a front button and high cuffs with buttons.  

The shoulders are lowered and the bottom shape is rounded. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



PEONIA JACKET JP2

100% cotton 
soft denim - dark blue

Made in Italy

Peonia Jacket offers a timeless appeal and anoversized, 
boyfriend-style fit. It features a button front, a bowling 

collar, dropped shoulders, sleeves with turnable cuffs and two 
pockets. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



PEONIA JACKET JP3

100% cotton 
off-white corduroy

Made in Italy

Peonia Jacket offers a timeless appeal and anoversized, 
boyfriend-style fit. It features a button front, a bowling 

collar, dropped shoulders, sleeves with turnable cuffs and two 
pockets. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



PEONIA JACKET JP4

60% viscose 40% wool
light weight wool check - yarn dyed

Made in Italy

Peonia Jacket offers a timeless appeal and anoversized, 
boyfriend-style fit. It features a button front, a bowling 

collar, dropped shoulders, sleeves with turnable cuffs and two 
pockets. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



PEONIA JACKET JP5

100% cotton 
tie-dye quilted cotton 

Made in Italy

Peonia Jacket offers a timeless appeal and anoversized, 
boyfriend-style fit. It features a button front, a bowling 

collar, dropped shoulders, sleeves with turnable cuffs and two 
pockets. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



PAPAYA PANTS PP1

100% COTTON 
soft and warm handfeel - dyed yarn
Made in Italy
Papaya long pants is intended for an oversized 
fit, it features side pockets, two pockets on the 
back and a drawstring waist for added comfort.
They are made in mix of fabrics, 
delightfully comfortable

available in size : 
0 - 1 - 2 



PAPAYA PANTS PP2

100% cotton 
soft denim - dark blue
Made in Italy
Papaya long pants is intended for an oversized 
fit, it features side pockets, two pockets on the 
back and a drawstring waist for added comfort.
They are made in mix of fabrics, 
delightfully comfortable

available in size : 
0 - 1 - 2 



PAPAYA PANTS PP3

80% cotton 20%pl
seersucker vichy mix - dyed yarn
Made in Italy
Papaya long pants is intended for an oversized 
fit, it features side pockets, two pockets on the 
back and a drawstring waist for added comfort.
They are made in mix of fabrics, 
delightfully comfortable

available in size : 
0 - 1 - 2 



PAPAYA PANTS PP4

100% cotton 
ecru quilted cotton 

Made in Italy

Papaya long pants is intended for an oversized 
fit, it features side pockets, two pockets on the 
back and a drawstring waist for added comfort.
They are made in mix of fabrics, 
delightfully comfortable

available in size : 
0 - 1 - 2 



PAPAYA PANTS PP5

100% cotton 
tie-dye quilted cotton 
Made in Italy
Papaya long pants is intended for an oversized 
fit, it features side pockets, two pockets on the 
back and a drawstring waist for added comfort.
They are made in mix of fabrics, 
delightfully comfortable

available in size : 
0 - 1 - 2 



PAPAYA PANTS PP6

80% cotton 20% pl
big and small vichy mix - dyed yarn
Made in Italy
Papaya long pants is intended for an oversized 
fit, it features side pockets, two pockets on the 
back and a drawstring waist for added comfort.
They are made in mix of fabrics, 
delightfully comfortable

available in size : 
0 - 1 - 2 



GIGLIO DRESS GD12

60% ORGANIC COTTON 40% COTTON
garment-washed cotton denim - light blue

Made in Italy

Giglio Dress plays with proportion to find the 
perfect comfortable fit. The oversized silhouette allows 
ease of movement and flow with a bowling collar and 

generous sleeves. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GIGLIO DRESS GD13

60% viscose 20% pl
check yarn dyed mix - dyed yarn

Made in Italy

Giglio Dress plays with proportion to find the 
perfect comfortable fit. The oversized silhouette allows 
ease of movement and flow with a bowling collar and

generous sleeves. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GIGLIO DRESS GD14

70% cotton 30%pl
light blue and white striped cotton

Made in Italy

Giglio Dress plays with proportion to find the 
perfect comfortable fit. The oversized silhouette allows 
ease of movement and flow with a bowling collar and 

generous sleeves. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



GIGLIO DRESS GD15

80% cotton 20%pl
seersucker cotton vichy mix - dyed yarn

Made in Italy

Giglio Dress plays with proportion to find the 
perfect comfortable fit. The oversized silhouette allows 
ease of movement and flow with a bowling collar and 

generous sleeves. 

available in size: 
0 - 1 - 2



CACO GILET GT1

80% cotton 20% pl
white faux fur

Made in Italy

With a simple design and super soft and fluffy fabric, 
Caco Gilet suits layering well. The Gilet is completely

edged with blue vichy fabric. 

available in size: 
1 - 2





Made in Italy with love 

SUSANNA BLU SRLS

Padova, Italy 

susannablu.com     info@susannablu.com


